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Funding initiative set;
Burch challenges Buck
By RICK MALASPINA
Confusion and disagreement abound today
on the eve of a second special initiative
election regarding A.S. funding of instructionally related programs.
A.S. Attorney General Steve Burch, one
of the main sponsors of the initiative, yesterday renewed his charges against A.S.
Pres. Mike Buck, challenging him to debate
Buck’s proposed cutback policies.
Steve Mar ley

’I

lust polis hed my teeth’

This photo and nine others won eighth place awards in the William Randolph Hearst
photojournalism competition for Steve W. Marley, Spartan Daily chief photographer for
the fall semester.
Marley, a graduate of Santa Clara High School and West Valley College, also received
a $150 scholarship with a matching grant going to the Journalism and Advertising Department for student financial assistance.

Voting in the special election on A.S.
funding of instructionally related programs will be tomorrow and Thursday.
Balloting will be from 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
at the College Union and Science Quad
and from 9 a.m.-7 p.m. on Seventh
Street.
The initiative ballot calls for continued
A.S. funding of all instructionally related programs until alternative funding can be found.
The initiative drive was begun by Burch
and Academic Councilman Raul Baca because

they feared Buck would cut the instructional
funding and use the money instead for Buck’s
proposed co-op housing and bookstore ventures.
"We want this issue out in the open to
ask the president ’Why are you cutting these
programs?" said Burch at an afternoon press
conference.
Similar to February’s initiative election,
this week’s election asks for continued funding
of Athletic, Music and Journalism Department programs at their present level until
alternative funding is found.
"We will win," promised Burch, adding
that he expects more than a two-thirds vote
in favor of the initiative. Only a simple
majority is needed to pass it.
Burch criticized Buck for failing to ask
student opinions of his policies and for failing to have a master plan concerning his
campaign promises.
According to Burch, Buck hasn’t told anyone yet what he plans to do with funds original -

Photographer relates kidnapping
By MELVIN JOHNSON
"Tell them we want the Soledad Brothers
released by 12," James J. Kean a photographer for the San Rafael Independent Journal testified in the second week of the murder, kidnap, conspiracy trial of Angela Davis.
Kean was responsible for the incredible
photos of the day’s sudden action, in August
1970.
The balding photographer said Ruchell
Magee approached him and said "Come on,
you’re going too," (as a hostage) that August
7 morning in now slayed Judge Harold Haley’s
courtroom.
Kean said he "fell in line" but added,
"As we were going toward the elevator
Jonathan Jackson came up from behind and
said to James McClain, another escapee,
’We don’t want this person, we’ve got enough."
Kean said he walked into the kidnap
scene with a Mann County Deputy Sheriff

who was later disarmed by Jackson.
After the group of convicts and Johnathan
Jackson released him he was told: "Take
all the photographs you want. We are the
revolution."
The prosecution in an attempt to backup
Keans testimony called three lawmen from the
Mann County.
The three, Capt. Harvey E. Teague, Mann
County Sheriffs Department, Officer Clifford
Miederer of the Corte Madera Police Department and Mill Valley Police Chief Daniel
Terzich.
"Free the Soledad brother by 12:30 or they
all die," quoted Mill Valley Chief of Police
Daniel Terzich who like the other two was
present when the group left the court room.
Terzich said he had made no written report of the days events like the other two
officers and explained he was speaking from
memory.

Write-in campaign

SJS inactive in boycott

By FRED CORREA
SJS is apathetic towards the farm worker, according to Cruz Mendoza, United Farm
Worker Union (UFWU) boycott organizer.
"Currently the farm worker is on the verge of losing all that he has gained, in that because
the National Labor Relations Board has gone into federal courts to get an injunction against
the farm workers’ use of the non-violent secondary boycott," Mendoza said.
In protest of the NLRB’s move, UFWU has launched a massive letter -writing campaign
directed at Sen. Robert Dole, chairman of the Republican National Committee.
Letters are being sent to Sen. Dole because Nixon’s recent NLRB appointee Peter Nash,
a Republican, is responsible for the injunction attempt.
To date 150,000 letters have been written, 4,000 from the San Jose area. Mendoza
said support has come from various national and local organizations, including the Confederacion De La Raza and the United Auto Workers.
He commented, "In the past the farm worker counted on and readily received student
support."
To date the only organized student support has come from two Chicano organizations,
Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan(Mecha)of De Anza College in Cupertino and Semos
Razz of San Jose City College.
SJS, with an enrollment of approximately 24,000, of whom some 1,500 are Chicanos,
has yet to be heard from, according to Mendoza.
In an effort to have letters written, letter writing marathon is being launched by UFWU.
The marathon will start at 9 a.m. today through Friday. At the UFWU office, 237
N. First St. Mendoza emphasized San Jose "students should commit themselves in writing as
many letters as possible. One should include your signature, the others in turn will be taken
to the community to be signed."
The purpose for the letter writing marathon is to denounce the recent NLRB ruling
that the boycott is illegal.
Mendoza said the letters’ content should:
Urge Sen. Dole to stop the NLRB’s action against the farm workers.
State that the action against the farm worker is illegal because they are not covered
by the protective clauses of the National Labor Relations Act.
farm worker has the right to use the secondary boycott as a nonState that the
violent tactic to gain social and economic justice.

Election Board schedules
dates for A.S. elections
By CATHY TALLYN
Within the next three weeks the A.S.
Election Board must hold two elections and set
the guidelines for both.
A.S. Council set April 26 and 27 as the
days for the Spring election for student
body officers and now the board is trying
to draw up the guidelines. A 1 p.m. meeting today in the A.S. Council Chambers has
been scheduled for public input.
The special initiative election on A.S.
funding of Instructionally related programs
tomorrow and Thursday will be held under
the same guidelines as the last special election in February.
In this week’s election a maximum of
$50 in campaign funds may be spent with only
three types of handouts allowed each side.
For the spring election the board "is
going to try and plug up the leaks of Act
24 since we don’t have enough time to rewrite the whole thing," said Leon Crain,
election board chairman.
Council attempted to revamp Act 24,
the A.S. Election Code, since the A.S. Ju-

diciary suspended it last spring. Since
Council couldn’t reach an agreement concerning such things as campaign handouts and an
election handbook it was decided at their
last meeting to give the job to the Election
Board.
Among some of the loopholes the board
will try to plug up are; election times,
political parties, consequences of candidates
dropping out, tabulation of votes, and campaign literature.
However, the guidelines the board comes
up with will only be for this Spring election
said Crain.
The biggest problem in rewording the old
election code is expected to be in the area
of campaign literature since Council couldn’t
agree on this, stated A.S. Attorney General
Steve Burch.
Council argued over the amount of money
to be used for handouts, and whether or
not a single election handbook would suffice.
After drawing up election guidelines today
the board will present them to the Judiciary
this Friday for approval.

Terzich said he was coming out of the
Traffic Fine Bureau when he saw a man
running into the hall of Judge Haley’s court
with a gun.
Under defense questioning Ter zich testified that he had made his statement before
the grand jury and had read newspaper accounts of the event before testifying.
Under defense cross-examination Terzich
said Jackson removed his gun from his
holster that day and he didn’t hear anyone
say "Free the Soledad Brothers, free all our
Black brothers."
Teague an officer specifically assigned to
safeguard Angela Davis identified books found
in a brief case dealing with violence carried
by Johnathan Jackson as belonging to Miss
Davis.
Teague said one of the suspects said "We
are liberating all the Black Brothers" to
the San Rafael photographer "Take all the pictures you want."
Under defense questioning it was brought
out that Teague had already reviewed the
case with the prosecution.
Hard pressed by Defense Attorney Howard
Moore Jr., Teague admitted that "Free the
Soledad Brothers and all political prisoners"
was just a slogan. Teague had said these
were the words of one of the convicts thought

to be James McClain.
Still under defense cross-examination
Teague said there was no mention of a time
for the release of the Soledad Brothers on
August 7.
Under re -direct examination by the prosecution Teague said just before the group
boarded the elevator one of the convicts said
"You have until 12 to Free the Soledad
Brothers."
Teague said this information was part of
the last two pages of his report he dictated
after he had dictated the original six page
report on the incident that same day.
Miederer said at the time he had come to
the Mann County jail to book a prisoner
he saw one of the men carrying three or
four sticks of dynamite.
Miecierer identified McClain and Jackson
holding guns in a photograph of the days
events.
In his cross-examination Moore pointed
out to Miederer that the man he had identified as McClain in the photo was someone
else.
In response Miederer said, "I said to the
best of my recollection it was McClain."
The trial adjourned today and is expected
to resume Wednesday because of a death in
one of the jurors family.

ly allocated to instructienally related programs.
Burch added, ".1 lot of the co-op
programs at other college. are going broke."
He specifically cited such progrmas at
Sonoma State College, Sacramento State College, and San Francisco State College.
Burch termed Buck’s co-op plans as a
"foolish move on the A.S. president’s pa rt ."
Confronted with Bunch’s charges, Buck
insisted that he "never intended" to arbitrarily cut programs without seeking funding
from other sources.
"My only goal," contended Buck, "is to
create a good balanced budget."
Denying the need for a debate, Buck
said, "When I’ve talked to all the people
and done all my homework, then I hold
press conferences."
He added, "You don’t give the Athletic
Department $200,000 one year and then nothing
the next year."
Such a policy, said Buck, would be "poor
business, bad for the students involved and
poor community relations."
He indicated he would answer specific
charges by Burch at a press conference
today.

Steve Burch

Be true to your zoo, visit an animal
By TERRI SPRENGER
If the idea of being on eye -level with a
llama appeals to you, the San Jose -Kelly
Park Zoo is the place to head.
Located inside Kelly Park at the corner
of Keyes and Senter Road, the San Jose
Zoo is small, but considering it’s not
common knowledge San Jose HAS a zoo, it’s
pretty exciting.
Lions and tigers and bears (oh my!)
and the more dangerous animals are caged
far enough out of reach that you can’t
actually touch them. But the llamas are
relatively friendly (watch out if they lay
back their ears and squint though) and
Marc and Paula the seals will come close
to the fence if you coax.
If you’re an alligator or crocodile freak,
there are plenty. You can get close to
them, too, but you’ll notice that one
particularly sleepy -looking speciman has
his muzzle taped closed.
Don’t let that scare you, the signs
posted all around proclaiming that you’re
under surveillance by camera are true.
If you’re being stalked or pounced upon,
someone will be watching on television.
How comforting.
In addition to being close to the animals,
you might even learn something. Outside
each exhibit a little card is posted telling
you about the animal’s native habitat, how
much they eat of what, and any interesting
character traits.
Outside the lion cage you can pick up
an interesting bit of information about
Tammy.
Tammy the lioness is on The
Pill. That’s right, to quote her information
card: "Tammy assists in controlling the
lion population by daily medication."
If you have a particular passion for
giraffes or elephants, you could walk
around in circles for weeks searching.
There aren’t any. But what it lacks in
variety, the zoo makes up in proximity.
The zoo is closed on Mondays, and
since you can’t see anything from the
outside except a glimpse of the penguins,
you should wait. It’s open Tuesday through
Sunday trom 11 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Admission is 50 cents.

Kelly Park’s llama, just looking for someone to spit at
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Letters to the Editor

Bicycling in the middle
Editor:
In response to Carole Brown’s
Staff Comment of March 23, and in
warning and advice to other motorists who feel themselves harrasthe California
sed by bicycles:
State Vehicle Code provides that
cyclists shall have all the same
rights and responsibilities as motor
vehicles when traveling on any city
street or secondary or divided highway not specifically posted against
bikes (i.e., freeways). Regardless
of the courtesy involved, this guarantees a cyclist’s right to ride in
the middle of the lane, if for some
reason he feels like doing so.
Among reasons why I often ride
in the middle, rather than on the
right shoulder, are the following:
I frequently have to make left
turns. On any reasonably busy street,
a left turn is impossible from the
far right- -one is very apt to be
rammed trying to make it, from
either or both directions. Besides
that, it’s illegal, even when one succeeds.
Motorists often make sudden
right turns either without signaling or
signaling after pulling alongside a
cyclist, who then cannot see his lights
and is still left ignorant of the driver’s
intentions.
Motorists also have a collective
bad habit of trying to make left turns
in front of bikes, instead of waiting
until after we pass. From the middle
of the road, one has a better view of
oncoming traffic than from the ex -

treme right, and consequently can
spot the left -turners more easily,
and more often.
Pedestrains frequently either
don’t see bikes or misgauge bicycle
stopping distance, stepping right out
in front of one when one keeps close
to the curb. In the middle of the road,
a biker can be seen better from the
sidewalk, and in turn has more time
to spot and stop for pedestrians.
People in parked cars like to
open doors in front of cyclists, again
either not seeing us, or misgauging
our stopping distance.
When one is moving at roughly
the same speed as automobile traffic,
one prefers to have the elbow room
the middle of the lane provides.
Automobile radio aerials sometimes stick into the right side
’bicycle strip’, threatening to poke
out the unwary biker’s eyes.
This is only a partial list, but it
should be sufficient to enlighten Miss
Brown and Mr. Motorist.
I might add that I agree wholeheartedly with Carole Brown’s criticism of bikers who ride in the wrong
lane; in my book, this is suicide,
and according to the Vehicle Code,
it’s illegal.
However, despite the law, many
local cops, particularly country
sheriffs, advise bikers to travel
against oncoming traffic on the theory
that this gives drivers a better chance
of spotting them.
Merritt Clifton
D29609

The big political news on the local
scene over the Easter break happened
in the volatile 17th Congressional
District, when William Hugle, wealthy
Democratic candidate, while enroute
on his fact-finding world tour telegraphed his campaign headquarters
to say he was pulling out of the race
for personal business reasons.
But rumors flying fast around
party circles say that Hugle may be
coming out of his political retirement
to run after all.
Irene Webber, one of Hugle’s campaign workers, says she has heard
the rumors but doesn’t know who
started them or if they’re true. The
telephone at the Hugle campaign head quartets at El Camino Real and Palo
Alto Avenue in Mountain View is
connected, but there is no answer.
Meanwhile, Gary Gillmor, another
candidate in the 17th district, is
hoping the Bugle people (and money -the man is loaded) will go to Gillmor.
Bugle isn’t expected back from his
Grand Tour until Friday, when the
rumors will probably be laid to rest.
But until then, they’ll probably continue to make the rounds. After all,
any candidate who can outspend his

opposition is going to be a wild card
in any campaign.
em unaffected
Women’s lib has made the woman
candidate more acceptable and women
are becoming more influential in the
party structure, but women’s lib
hasn’t affected the lot of the candidate’s wife. She is still expected to
dress stylishly but conservatively,
smile at all the people she can’t
stand and attend all the political
receptions, meetings, and cocktail
parties with her husband.
The Democratic Party Women’s
Division held a tea to honor candidate’s wives at a Los Altos Hills
Mansion March 25 that was straight
out of the 1930’s. The ladies discussed women’s rights in flowered
hats and saved the world over scones
and petit fours.
Despite all the trivia that is often
included in the role of candidate’s
wife, a good one can be a definite
asset in her husband’s campaign. In
Jess Unruh’s race for governor in
1970, Virginia Unruh managed to
remember the name of almost every -

obligations as automobiles"- -and
how shrewdly you did point up the way
autos agree with the "obligations"
part, but indignantly and unequivocally repudiate the "rights" part.
And of course you and I know that
the laws were written by some lightweight who doesn’t even know which
end of a bicycle to blow through, or
he would have known it’s suicide
to try to navigate an intersection
with a right -turn -only lane --and oneself in the far right gutter in a
punishing array of broken bottles,
tin cans, boulders, tree benches and
disintegrating pavement.
Oh, how I roared at the piece
de resistance!
"...time and place
for bikes" (chuckle) "...country
roads and in parks" (oh, ha! ha!
ha! --jolly, clever Carole!) "freedom
and enjoyment" (!)- -"motorists don’t
bother you" (!!).
Of course it might be necessary
to point out to some (not everyone
is as subtle as you and I) that it’s
downright difficult to arrive at work
or college campus via "country roads
and parks," and that recreational
bike riding is hardly the approach
to the auto exhaust pollution solution.
While we’re on the subject, I guess
just about everybody has heard GM’s
prediction that in 1975 new car prices
will be boosted $900 per car to
accomplish (maybe) pollution control.
Ah, well, I’m rambling.
I did
enjoy your gentle fun- poking! It
isn’t often I get a hearty laugh like
that.
A hysterical staccato shriek
of joyous (if nervous) relief must
suffice --on having cheated death (and
the hate -crazed motorist) once more
in one of those exhilarating auto vs.
cycle tilts which are by no means
rare.
Gad, girl, I do love to live dangerously!
But there’s no denying
it: The law of averages has got to
catch up with me.
Ah, well, I’ve
lived the rich full life of dissolute
opulence accorded only to those lucky
devils, the luxury bicycle owners.
Yours in Live -and Let -Live (within limits).
Anita C rist
D23797

Self-righteous writings
Editor:
I am becoming weary in reading
the self-righteous letters in the Spartan Daily. These Biblical references
that spell out the sins of the flesh
are too much. I quote a few from the
same book (the Bible) by the same
author (Paul).
"To the unmarried and to widows
I would say this: it is an excellent
thing if like me they remain as they
Still, if they cannot restrain
are.
themselves, let them marry. Better
marry than be aflame with passion!"
I Corinthians 8:8.
Or- -"Any man who prays or prophesies with a veil on his head dishonors his head, while any woolen
who prays or prophesies without

a veil on her head dishonors her
head; she is not better than a shaven
women. . .Man does not require to
have a veil on his head for he represents the likeness and supremacy
of God; but woman represents the
supremacy of man." I Corinthians
11: 4 and 7.
Is this same ego trip and male
chauvinism going to continue to be
quoted as ultimate truth? And are
your readers (intelligent, reasoning
students) going to accept this prejudice as "it -must -be -so, it’s -in the -Bible"?
I call those writers Paulists, not
Christians.
Philip Martin
D35118

Itimate gimmick
The search for the Ultimate Campaign Gimmick may have ended. The
discoverer: Jim Jackson, candidate
for Cupertino City Council.
The
Gimmick: Jackson’s people are walking through Cupertino door-to-door,
leaving a small, live pine tree at
each house to publicize Jackson’s
"preserve life" slogan.
Next, they’ll be handing out kittens....
Rosendahls?
Also in the campaign gimmick
department, Elaine "Talks Plain,
Acts Humane" Rosendahl, Democratic candidate in the 10th Congressional District, has come up with a
twist on the old Tunney Bunny gimmick.
For the uninitiated, Tunney Bunnies were the girls who dressed alike
in cheerleader -type outfits and traveled with John Tunney during his 1970
senatorial campaign. Most state and
national candidates have similar
crews of young girls who mix in
crowds to generate enthusiasm, set
up rallies and help smooth the way for
the candidate when he’s traveling.
The girls, who will dress in "Elect
Elaine" T- shirts and travel with Mrs.
Rosendahl, have been named Rosendahls (get it?). Anyway, in keeping
with the spirit of the times, there will
also be male Rosen-dahls. What, no
Rosen -guys?
Obscure election
In the last column, we noted that
one of the least publicized elections
were those for judge, but we’ve come
up with one even more obscure:
sewer and flood control district
board. But at least one person has
decided he’d like to be elected to the
local board: Pat Ferraro, a young
planetologist (that’s what his card
says) with a Sonny Bono hair -do and
mustache.

‘Auto vs. b icycle tilts’
Editor:
Why Lor’ bless you, child, how
you do go on! I couldn’t have been
more amused at Carole Brown’s
subtly comic little article, "Bothersome Bicycles" (March 23) even if I
hadn’t recognized it as the very
highest type humor. You’re a regular
(like we used to say) card!
Writing this from the depths of
the luxurious interior of my bicyle,
spoiled, pampered darling that I am,
it’s ha rd to realize- - much less admit
--that I’m probably old enough to be
your--ah--older sister.
The jolly laugh I shared with you
over your devilishly clever satire
helped me forget that besides carrying a mere 20 units per semester
(and maintaining a 4.0 average), I
must find time to fill a part-time
work/study job (when I can), keep
my family of four teenagers anda dog
cleaving to the straight and narrow,
do my thing with art supplies at the
jail once a week --and ride 18 miles
roundtrip from my dear little vine covered albatross to the campus
every day.
Fortunately for me, my first class
isn’t until 7:30 each a.m., so I loll
around (a regular old slug -a -bed)
until 4:30 before I even get out of bed.
(Weekends and holidays my moral
disintegration is even more depraved:
I don’t get up to study until sometimes
as late as 6 a.m.!)
Naturally, a goodly segment of the
pre -class time is set aside for prayer
and absolution before I face the incredible hostility and aggressiveness
of the auto operators.
They become more creative and
diabolically inspired every day --one
cannot help a grudging admiration at
the way they coast silently up behind
one, gun the engine with a heart stopping, bowel -loosening roar and,
wheels
screaming and cyclists
scrambling for their very lives, careen madly across one’s path in a
right turn that shaves a neat quarter inch of rubber off the front tire.
I’ll tell you, girl, that takes GUTS!
How I did chuckle at your crafty
nuance concerning "honking" and
the "side of the road!" Of course
you and I know that as the law reads,
bikes have "the same rights and

one she met and was so charming that
more than one Unruh campaign worker said, "If only she were running
instead of Jess, we might have a
chance."

S.J.’s Mayor Sam

TRY it---You’11 LIKE it...
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A plea to war veterans
Editor:
Well, we’re out.
Those of us
who escaped in one piece are lucky.
Many of us aren’t so lucky. A lot
of us are carrying lead around inside
of us.
Many of us walk with a
limp.
Many more don’t walk at
all. Fifty-eight thousand of us are
dead.
They really did a job on
us, didn’t they?
Some of us were able to fight
back against our officers. Others
just managed to maintain and stay
alive.
But we all learned a lot
about this country, didn’t we?
I’m writing because it’s not over
yet. We still have to survive in an
increasingly fascist state. And down
in Monterey, at Ft. Ord, something
is going on which concerns every
veteran, something we have to get
together and deal with. This is the
case of Billy Dean Smith.
On March 15, 1971, at 0045 hours,
a frag grenade exploded in the American officers barracks in Bien Hoa,
Viet Nam. Two White lieutenants
were killed.
Capt. Rigby and 1st. Sgt. Willis,
who usually slept in these barracks,
were not there. When they arrived
at the scene, they decided that the
guilty man could only be Pvt. Billy
Dean Smith, a Black man in their
unit whom they considered a "troublemaker."
They informed CID of their verdict, called a battalion formation
and, without a shred of evidence,
arrested Smith.
He was charged
with two counts of murder, and is
now at Ft. Ord awaiting trial.
The army’s case against Smith
consists of one item. They claim
that they found a grenade pin in
his pocket when they arrested him.
This pin has nothing linking it W the
grenade that killed the officers. We
as veterans all know how common
grenade pins are in a combat unit.
Smith probably used his as a roach
clip.
The army has no witnesses connecting Smith to the incident, but

they do have an affidavit stating that
he, as a Black man, hated the racism
of the army and the war, and that he
said so on a number of occassions.
The army considers this "incriminating evidence." GIs believe that
this is why Smith was singled out.
He didn’t hide his contempt for the
army and the war.
There is no special evidence
against Smith. But this is unimportant
to the army.
That is why Gen.
Moore, commanding general of Ft.
Ord, has recommended a guilty verdict and the death penalty.
This
same man is responsible for selecting the "jury" of White officers who
will try Billy Smith.
We know that if the army thinks
they can get away with killing Smith
they’ll do it.
The concept of a
"fair trial" in a military courtroom is meaningless. We know too
that Smith is not being tried down at
Ft. Ord because of the isolated actions of some individual. He is being
railroaded and murdered as an example to all GIs and toanyone who dares
stand up for the rights of his people.
So Smith won’t be freed by a fair
trial or legal trickery. He will live
only if the army is afraid of what
would happen if they killed him. That
means his life depends on our ability
to show massive popular support for
him and outrage against the army.
This means working to educate people
around Billy’s case and our experience in the military, uniting, organi
zing, and joining with the GIs in
scaring the hell out of the Brass!
Here at SJS a veteran’s group
has been formed to deal with problems that concern veterans. Billy
Smith’s case is first on our list.
We want interested veterans to contact us. Civilians are also working
to save him from "military justice" through the Bay Area Coalition to Free Billy Smith. The Coalition has called a rally in support of
Billy on May 6, in front of the San
Francisco Presidio.
Paul Johnston, Pvt. (ret)
N00803

Norman Mineta, San Jose’s popular and highly -acclaimed mayor, is
apparently trying to change his image
into that of the Sam Yorty of Northern
California.
First there were his
junkets -the mayor seems to spend
more time out of San Jose than in it.
Next comes word that Mineta will
be a guest disk jockey on KLIV’s
John Bettencourt Show April 13 at
7 a.m. Mayor Sam did a similar
radio stint not long ago in Los
Angeles.
Someone should ask Mineta if
he’s also planning to run for President.
Correction
In the March 23 Political Beat,
there was a printer’s error in the
second column, fourth paragraph, in
the line, "Miss Perez said that the
campaign will emphasize the positive
qualities of the opposition."
That line should have read, "Miss
Perez said that the campaign will
emphasize the positive qualities of
the candidate, rather than the negative qualities of the opposition."
The Spartan Daily extends its
apologies to the Alfred Perez campaign.
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News Review

Program board
has money woes

GM keeps on truckin’
DETROIT (AP) --Some of the women employees at
General Motor’s Buick plant thought the company had
carried equality and male -female integration too far recently
when they spotted a guard’s uniform cap in the ladies’ room.
The cap, it turned out, belonged to a female watchman,
underlining the new role being played by women in traditionally male jobs at GM plants.
A Buick spokesman said the plant’s watchwoman does
virtually the same work as a male watchman, working the
same hours, including the night shift. She is also adept in
the art of self-defense.
GM institute was established 50 years ago for engineering and industrial administrators, but until last year had
graduated one woman. This year two women graduated.
The new generation of woman has produced such students
as Barbara Sims, a heavy equipment operator and president
of the senior class at GMI. She is both the first Black and
the first woman ever elected to a top class office.

Stash or trash?
WASHINGTON ( A P)- -The state of California, attempting
to save a marijuana case that was dismissed, yesterday
was granted a hearing by the Supreme Court on its contention
that police may search garbage cans placed on the street for
pickup.
The state appealed a decision by the California Supreme
Court, which upheld a lower court ruling suppressing
evidence in the trial of Judith Krivda and Roger Minor for
possession of marijuana.
After granting suppression of the evidence, the trial
court dismissed the charge. The case will be heard next
term.

On Campus
Asian -American tutors needed
Asian -American students are needed to tutor incoming
students and students on probation.
A secretarial position is also available for someone who
is experienced in office procedures.
For more information, contact Thomas Tom at Asian American Studies, Barracks Nine, behind Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
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Couples’ workshop
Study in Europe offered hopes to end games

Choice of projects

By LINDA SMITH
Students have an opportunity to travel independently
in Europe this summer and
earn six units by enrolling in
the Living/Learning Studies
Program (LLSP) sponsored
by the Educational Services
of TransAmerica Corporation.
LLSP has established 32
learning centers in Europe,
including Madrid, BarceAthens, Rome,
lona
InnsVienna,
Florence,
Freiburg, Berlin
bruck,
Geneva
Paris, Toulouse,
Amsterdam, London arvl
Dublin, with 17 additional
centers throughout the British Isles.
The Learning Centers
are located at universities
in each city, and provide
participants with academic
advisory services of Califormia and European faculty
members, meals and lodging.
Dr. Dave Markham, assistant progessor of speech communication, has been appointed a faculty member of
the LLSP Center in Berlin.
Participants will have
flexibility and
complete
freedom to elect any independent study project of their
choice in any subject area -from exploring European
life-styles to making films.
The LLSP summer session starts June 25 and ends
August 3. LLSP will begin
with an orientation seminar
at the University of Ghent
in Belgium. Alvin Toffler

Scholastic
honor lists
posted
Students with a grade
point average of 3.65 or
higher may find their names
on the 1971 President’s and
Dean’s Scholars lists.
The names are posted
on the bulletin board outside of Faculty Office 128.
Students who think they
qualify should check the
lists.
If their names are
not there, they should contact Dr. 0. C. Williams,
chairman of the College
Honors Committee, in FO
128.

author of "Future Shock,"
and Norman Cousins, former editor of "Saturday Review," have been invited to
talk with students.
After the seminar in
Ghent, participants will determine their own personalized travel in Europe for 34
days according to their own
interests.
The program fee for enrolling in LLSP is $599 plus

Campus Review
By ADENRELLE IPOSU
Low voter turn -out at campus elections, the ineffective
position of students in university administration and lately
the apathy prevailing campuses probably make student
government an anachronism. Another factor is the manner
in which student politicians represent students’ interests.
Students at Sonoma State solved the problem of student
government by doing away with it. This is hardly a good
approach because the opportunity for self-government
(however poorly done) is missed.
However, a far-reaching attempt at improving student
government is under way at San Fernando Valley State
College. SFVS students voted by 74 per cent to enlarge
student government to a system of departmental representation.
A second proposal for "student department liaison" with
students serving on department faculty meetings, won 82
per cent of the students’ vote.
With less than 15 per cent of the students voting on the
proposal, A.S. President Dave Wilk said, "It’s evident that
the students aren’t involved by the low voter turn -out."
"The problem is that student government doesn’t touch
the students and there is no representation," he added.
The SFVS proposal calls for one congressman elected
from each department, with those departments officially
exceeding 500 majors granted one additional congressional
seat. Departments exceeding 1,000 majors would be granted
a second additional seat.
According to Wilk, under the new plan special interest
groups will not be able to dominate the legislative body awl
allocate student funds for their own means as some hay,
done in the past.
The far reaching plan presently has to contend with
bureaucracy.
SFVS President James Cleary vetoed plans for a re
ferendum on the proposals in view of the efforts of soni,
faculty members to water down the departmental liaison
proposal and a student opinion poll called by the Senate

B&B
Foreign Car Center

If you’re half of a pair that is sick of phony courtship
rituals and the social games that seem part of the trappings
of all male -female relationships, don’t despair.
Dr. George Bach, psychologist and author of "The Intimate Enemy" and "Pairing" is offering a day -long San
Francisco workshop to "pairs" who are interested in forming more intimate, genuine relationships.
The workshop will run from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Sunday
In the Imperial Ballroom of the Miyako Hotel at Post and
Laguna streets, San Francisco.
Admission to the workshop is $10 for fulltime students
and $15 for others.
Advance tickets may be purchased from the Institute of
Group Process, 9 Scott St., San Francisco. Remaining
tickets will be sold at the door.

’’It’s not pre -marital work.
counseling, pre -engagement
The study will begin with
counseling or even pre - a half-hour interview of the
living -together counseling. couple, followed by two tests.
It’s counseling for people One test will be a personwho are serious about their ality inventory, the other a
relationship with each values inventory.
other," explained Dr.
"There will be a surThornton Hooper.
prise in one of the tests -Dr. Hooper is conducting like no test you’ve taken
a study called "Pairing" before," Dr. Hooper smiled.
which is designed to help
Following the tests will
couples learn to communi- ’be a one -hour counseling
cate.
session based on the test
The no -charge study will results, ending with an asinvolve about four hours of signment for the next meetcounseling time with Dr. ing.
Hooper, in the AdministraThe "homework" will be
tion Building counseling of- to read "Pairing" by Dr
fices, and some outside George Bach, and an excer-
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cise in Dyad communication.
This excercise consists of
one person listening, while
the other talks or does whatever he wants without interruption for half an hour. Then
they reverse roles. An interview with Dr. Hooper
follows.
Interviews must be set
up in advance with the secretary in Administration
201.
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$2,516.67
$047.22
$1,250

SJS news show aired

$400

$600

$2,000
$2,000

$1,500

$IOD
$IOD
$100
$3,600

SPEAKERS
Julius Shulman
Robert Scheer
John Wasserman
Howard Fuller
Warren Wodener
Marvin Bell

$200
$60
$50
$200
$150
$200

SCHOLAR IN RESIDENCE
Barry Weisberg
Herbert Marcus,
Howard Fuller
FILMS
Total for year to Merch 7
ART GALLERY

$1,000
$1,050
6300

$2,747.36
52.447.92

Program Board
includes
Victor,*
Tower of Power
Jimmy Smith
Muse Allison
Odetta
Leo Kottke

income

this year
$102.25
$4,175 75
$1,169
5621.55
$337
$554

Lectures
on China
at SJCC

San Jose City College
(SJCC) will begin the first
of a three -session lecture
series entitled "Modern
China: Ideology and Diplomacy," Friday at 8 p.m. in
the SJCC Student Union.
Dr. Han-Sheng Lin, specialist on modern Chinese
history and associate professor at Sonoma State College, will lecture this week
on "The Thought of Mao
Tse-tung." Seating will be
on a first come, first served
basis.
Admission is free.
The April 14 lecture will
be "China and the Powers;
An Appraisal of the New
Triangular Diplomacy."
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If you’re a young man or woman with 1 academic years remaining either at
the undergraduate or graduate level, you can apply for entry in the Air Force’s
2 -year ROTC program, offered on college campuses all across the country. If you
qualify, yott’ll receive a $100 a month, nontaxable subsistence allowance. And on
graduating. you’ll receive an officer’s commission in the Air Force. Also, this year,
for the first time, the Air Force is offering hundreds of scholarships in the Air Force
ROTC 2 -year program paying full tuition; lab expenses; incidental tees; a textbook allowance and the same $100 each month, tax free. For more information,
mail in the coupon today. Or. call 800-631-1971 toll free.’ Enroll in the Air Force
ROTC, and get your future off the ground.
’In New jersey call 800-962-2803.
Li S. AIR tORCE RECRt ITISICI SERVICE
DIRECTORATE OE ADVERTISING (APV)
RANLXXIII AIR RA( ’E RASE, TEXAS 7$149
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PERFORMING ARTS
Chinch and Chong
Vence Guarald.
Witold Malcuryusk

Mose Allison
Gabor Szabo
(Matta
Victoria
Leo Kottke
Sari F ran< esco Mime Troupe
Congress of Wonders
Los Matechis
atepJ1c. Gold
American Dance Association

1974 COULD
FIND YOU JUST
ANOTHER
COLLEGE GRAD
OR A JR. EXEC IN
MANAGEMENT.
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Ron Young said numerous
attempts have been made to
get people to speak on campus for free or for a small
fee.
All those contacted, including Defense Secretary
Melvin Laird, General William Westmoreland, State
Superintendant of Public Instruction Wilson Riles, and
San Francisco State President S.I. Hayakawa either
failed to answer A.S. inquiries or declined the offer.
Among the lecturers tentatively scheduled by the
Program Board in the next
few months are Mrs. Melt gar Evers, wife of the slain
civil rights worker; Chief
Dan George, nominated for an
Oscar for his supporting role
in the movie "Little Big
Man," which starred Dustin
Hoffman; and Joseph Heller,
author of "Catch -22" and
"We Bombed in New Haven."
A plan, headed by Young.
to bring Angela Davis to
speak on campus was abandoned after a local Superior
Court judge placed a gag
rule on Miss Davis and Young
received reports that the
money paid for a speech by
Miss Davis would be used by
the Communist Party rather
than the Angela Davis Defense Fund.
In an attempt, Bergman
said, to keep fees down as
low as possible, SJS has
joined with six other Bay
Area colleges in forming
SPACE,
a "coordinated
booking effort" to save
money when booking acts.
Some of SPACE’s early
booking efforts were the Elvin Bishop and Tower of
Power - Commander Cody
gigs here, and Ray Charles
performance at San Francisco State College.
Bergman believes SPACE
is doing well so far, although he says it "paid more
for Tower of Power than we
should have."
Among the expenditures
by the Program Board this
school year:

"Update," a weekly television news show, produced
by the Radio Television News
Center can now be seen on
Channel 11 (KNTV) at 8 a.m.
Mondays and at 9 p.m. Fridays on Channel 54 (KTEH).

Couples counseled
in study of pairing

AUTHORIZED SALES AND SERVICE

ti]
MUSTACHE ’N BEARD
SET
OR

transportation. Charter jet
will depart from Los Ange
let and San Francisco. Participants who wish to spend
the entire summer in Europe
can arrange their own transportation.
For
complete information on LLSP, including
application forps, contact
John Poulakos, 1127 Frank ford Ave., No. 4, San Jose,
telephone 247-1512

By STEVE MARINUCCI
The rising cost of bringing performers and lecturers to campus has made
the work of the A.S. Program Board extremely complicated, according to Board
President Ron Bergman.
"We have a limited budget and limited facilities,"
he said, "so we are limited
in the type of act we can
bring to SJS."
An example he used was
Rod Stewart. "He asks
$15,000 for a gig. If we did
get him, we wouldn’t have
any place to put the show,
because of the many people
that would want to see him."
The Program Board’s
budget from the A.S. for the
year is $66,000, he said. The
board’s estimated income is
$10,000.
The $66,000 goes for hiring acts, publicity, lights and
other expenses. The $10,000
Is income from activities
with paid admissions, according to Bergman.
In picking acts, Bergman
said, the board uses its resources to find out what students are interested in, and
then contacts agencies and
bring
those people to
campus.
So far this year, Bergman
said, tlie board has spent
$55,000 of which $45,000 has
been fees paid to entertainers and lecturers.
Among the Program
Board’s musical expenditures this year, he said, were
$1,200 paid to Elvin Bishop
for a concert in September
and $1,700 to Tower of Power
for a gig here in February.
Some of the fees paid to
lecturers were $1,000 to
William F. Buckley Jr.
(matched with an equal $1,000
from the Republican Party
of Santa Clara County, equaling Buckley’s standard fee
of $2,000) and $1,000 to ecologist David Brower.
Bergman pointed out that
since most traveling lecturers work through lecture
agencies, their fees are very
high for what is sometimes
jusran hour’s talk.
Muhammad Ali, he said,
received $1,500 for a 40 minute talk last spring to
students on the ROTC field.
A.S. Publicity Director
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Find yourself a scholarship in Air Force ROTC.
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Morrison ’fall-asleep show’

entertainment
’Coop’ dissappoints
By ERIC SCHATMEIER
I wish !could have warned
you about "J. W. Coop" before
spring vacation. Undoubtedly, some of you spent "our
hard-earned money to see
this film during the break
and for that I’m sorry.
"J. W. Coop" is sort of a
catalog of all the cliches of
every social relevance film
you ever saw, all the outdated
slang of every youth movie
you ever saw, all the hokey
heroism of
every sports
movie you ever saw and all
the phony sentimentality of
every love movie you ever
saw. Even the Southern hero
with his initials, J. W.,
sounds like he is left over
from all the old Dodge commercials you ever saw.
Cliff Robertson is responsible for writing, direct ing, backing, promoting, producing and starring in this
film and therefore must be
blamed for it.
Robertson plays a former
rodeo cowboy who just got
out of prison after serving
10 years for writing a bad
check and assaulting a sher-

Van is very ’bland’

By DAN RUSSO
Nobody clapped for an encore when Van Morrison did
his final number at the Civic
Auditorium a weekend ago.
In the mostdisappointing,
bland, lackluster, dull -to -the
point -of -falling -asleep concert I’ve ever been to, Morrison performed as if he was
being paid to be bad. His

dullness almost defied description.
Picture this: A 16 -year old boy, accompained by himself on his first guitar and
playing in the high school talent show.
Why, Morrison
looked scared to death.
Dressed in plaid pants
white sweater and scarf.
Morrison sang to the back

wall of the half-filled auditorium with a look on his face
that just screamed, "Oh God,
Angeles Forum.
when is this thing gonna be
over?" I was thinking the
Robertson, who has shown
talent in such films as
same thing.
"C ha r 1 y" and "The Best
The show was dominated
by old Morrison tunes, inMan," was operating on a
very small budget in making
cluding "Come Running,"
"Domino" and "Tupelo
this film. But that is hardly
Honey." Despite shouted rean explanation, let alone an
quests from the audience,
excuse for its poor quality.
Morrison failed to sing the
Geraldine Page appears
popular "Moondance." To
on screen for about five
me, this showed down -right
minutes in a scene that
contempt for his fans.
wastes her talents. The rest
In his familiar style,
of the stars are people who
Morrison almost spurted out
have never been seen in front
his lyrics rather than singof a camera or an audience,
By JIM MURPHY
ing them. On record it sounds
and their inexperience is obsound,
number
one
and
its
big
90
the
top
before
Long
fine. On stage it was a flee,
vious. They mug and over including
programming,
of
grab
bag
regular
a
had
radio
perhaps because he overdid it
ac., unhindered by Robertthese
Though
shows.
and
crime
westerns
mysteries,
Various
son’s direction.
real -life professional rodeo programs flourished during the ’30s, ’905, and ’505 you
cowboys wander on and off can hear various episodes from them on KSFO, 560 AM.
camera during the rodeos to weeknights from 10 to 11 p.m.
The shows are a regular feature of KSFO DJ Gene
Mamie Eisenhower, the
say things to Robertson like,
"Good ridin’ Coop!" or Nelson’s show. This week, he has an interesting batch widow of President Dwight
and underEisenhower,
"Looks like you’re gonna to listen to.
TONIGHT: "Quiet, Please," "And Jeannie Dreamed Of ground film maker and pop
make me earn my money, J.
Me" (No date available).
artist Andy Warhol have both
TOMORROW: "Yours Truly, Johnny Dollar," with "The accepted invitations to judge
The ads say, "To J. W.
the upcoming Miss Universe
Coop, second, place is the Informer Matter" (’50s).
"Suspense," with "On a Country Road," Pageant, according to a reTHURSDAY:
same as last." Unfortunate1950).
(Nov.
16,
Grant
port in a recent issue of
ly, at this movie, it is the featuring Cary
FRIDAY:
"Bobby Benson and The B -Bar -B Riders" the trade paper Variety.
audience that comes in sec(’50s).
Other judges for the event
ond.

Radio golden oldies

return on KSFO

itt
Upon his release, Coop is
surprised to find, although
nobody else is, that things
have changed during his
years behind bars. Rodeo
has gone professional, with
its stars flying around in
"areoplanes" and playing the
percentages (they use math
and everything).
But J.W., or "dubble-ya"
as they say in the South,
conquers all odds, and beall-around rodeo
comes
champion in a blcody finale
at the Brahma bull riding
competition in the Los

a bit.
Anyhow, his numbers
rarely deviated from their
recorded version.
There
was no improvisation and no
spontaneity.
At one point
I began to wonder if I was
really seeing Van Morrison.
Maybe he was sick and the.
promoters got a reasonable
facsimile to pantomime the
words. It sure looked that
way.

exactly the same and you can
replay the disc.
Backing Morrison was a
five man band and a two man,
one girl choir.
The two
sax players were good and the
lead qu it ar player moved
around a lot but was nonfunctional.
Granted, performers
have "off -nights." But for
my $5.50 seat, this show
was way too "off."

Many artists complain
that their real talent can’t
be fully captured on record.
Well, from Friday night’s
concert, I can say that if
you’ve got the Van Morrison
record, don’t go to the Van
Morrison show. They sound

For those who were unlucky enough to be there,
it will be a night to forget --a night to look back on with
disgust and a passionate
longing for the $3.50, $9.50
or $5.50 they threw away on
the show.

Mamie, Warhol to judge
will reportedly include actor
Chuck Conners known for his
starring role in television’s
"The Rifleman" and author ess Jacqueline Susann, who
wrote "Valley Of The Dolls"
and "The Love Machine."
The event will be held in
Puerto Rico the week of May
20.

Piano artist
plays tonight
Phi Mu Alpha, professional men’s music fraternity, will present a benefit
concert of contemporary
music tonight at 8:30 in Morris Dailey Auditorium. Admission is 50 cents.

PHANTOM PHOTO CONTEST

RSA

1st PRIZE

A Round -Trip Jet Flight to Los Angeles on

2 RUNNERSUP

Gives You a Lift

PS,4

San Francisco
Oakland

Has Tickets For
WINTERLAND:

Each gets one ticket to Sha Na Na at Winterland.
Courtesy San Jose Box Office.

Sha Na Na Apr. 7,8
Humble Pie Apr. 21, 22

Last week’s photo: Television Screen
Tie Breaker: 944.69 winner: Russ Brinton
Pam Renaldi
runners-up: Puaala Fisher

from

SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE

BERKELEY COMMUNITY

IDENTIFY THIS PHOTO

Deep Purple Apr. 14

San Jose

912 Town & Country Village 246-1160

to
Southern California

,You Don’t Have To Leave
Campus to find out about
leaving town.

still 16.50
phone 286-4720

Professional Travel
Service for Students.
Faculty & Staff
LOWEST AIR FARES
TO ANY DESTINATION
Eurail Passes
SPARTAN
Group Discounts
Student Stand-by
TRAVEL MART
Cards/Tickets
Downstairs
Colig Union
217 207u
Never a Service Charge
Fri
1 to S 370
Mon

GIMAzPAcrow
PRESENTS
The Biggest & Best

Spaghetti Feed
In Town
$1.00 ALL YOU CAN EAT EVERY
TUESDAY FROM 6 8PM
Spaghetti -Garlic Bread and Salad
1001 First St. San Jose

293 9316

taittoinslyt

How to enter Phantom Photo:

TUESDAYS SPECIAL

Guess the identity of the photo above. Check tor clues in each ad on this contest
page. Assemble the clue letters from the ads. (this week two words)

Buy One Sandwich And Get
One At 1/2 Price With This Ad

Fill out the entry blank completely. One or two words should suffice to identify
the photo.
Then answer the tie -breaker question, which is: What will be the
closing Dow Jones Average for April 6, 1972? (example 933.25)

ONE PER CUSTOMER

Bring your entry to Spartan Daily Classifieds office, JC 206, and deposit in the
contest entry box. Entries must be in by 12 noon, Wednesday April 5, 1972.

The College Snack "Bar"

Watch for next week’s contest page to see if you’re a winner!

RULES:

181 E. Santa Clara

2. The Spartan Daily will not be responsible for lost or stolen answers.

PHANTOM

3. All complimentary flight passes awarded on PSA expire within 1 year of
issuance (not usable in holiday periods).

PHOTO

4. Only currently enrolled SJS students or faculty may enter. Persons affiliated with the Spartan Daily or its advertisers are ineligible.

MUST BE ENTERED WITH THIS

ENTRY BLANK

5. Spartan Daily reserves the right to amend rules or make corrections
deems necessary.

as

it

I.

PHOTO IDENTITY

[PERFECTION NEEDED? 00 IT YOURSELF!
Special Student Rental Rates

TIE -BREAKER

TYPEWRITERS RENTED
manual

mo.--$8.00
3 mo. ---$21.00
1

YOUR NAME

$12.50
per mo

San Jose Typewriter Co., Inc.
PHONE

24 South Second

- 293-6383 - Established 1900

E=sihatmiioowE--JBE-BOP 8, MOTATE!
To the matte of seek
stars as "The hem Brothers",
Terry Fetterman, & Joe Ferraro.
Moat friendly people and enjoy good

6. Only one entry per person.

LOCAL ADDRESS

535 Bryant Street
Downtown Palo Alto

1. The most accurate entry will win. In case of two or more comparably accurate answers, the tie -breaker will be used. Persons designated by the Spartan Daily will have final say in judging accuracy of answers.

.---.------.
art supplies g ;10Y STUDENT a..
,0 DISCOUNT* 11: ri
V:
. CERAMICS
FINE ARTS
COMMERCIAL ART . DRAFTING
P. A
*113.00Min.Purchase
San Jose’s Oldest and Largest Art Store

Food & drinks, all at
reasonable prices.

’THE GARRET’
AT THE PRUNE YARD
IN CAMPBELL
No cover
no rnininiinn
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SJS hurlers show prowess
a At

Varsity in fast PCAA start

PR0TECT01

BY JACK MOGG

t

Pitching, the SJS baseball
mainstay this season, exerted itself again through the
vacation break with a pair
of shutouts.
The Spartans, 18-9 on the
year, showed its guttiness
last weekend with a doubleheader sweep of PCAA foe
Los Angeles ’State 5-0 and
6-3 after dropping the series
openers in hearbreaking
fashion 5-4.
Freshman sensation Jeff
Gingrich shut out the Diablos
on four hits, 5-0, in the
second game with excellent
control and a tough sturdy
defense.
The righthander
failed to strike out a single
batter but continuous corner
picking caused Diablo batters to hit into numerous
groundouts and one double play.
The victory moved SJS
into a tie with Long Beach
State for second place in the
conference standings at 2-1,
one game behind the fore running UC Santa Barbara
Gauchos.
Sophomore rightfielder
Mark Kettman, a versatile
starter subbing this time

-

A high throw forces SJS catcher Tim Day to bite the dust but...

for the injured Dennis Smith,
gave a strong performance
with game -winning hits in
the twinbill sweep. His two run single was a big blow
in a six -run seventh inning
of Saturday’s opener that
also saw perfectly executed
bunts by Mark Carroll and
winning pitcher Dave Imwalle.
Imwalle hurled eight and
two-thirds innings of the
first game for his seventh
win against no defeats. His
record is one of the tops in
the nation.
If Imwalle’s
great control pitching continues, he cold become the
winningest moundsman for
one season in SJS history.
The senior righthander
struck out eight and baffled
the speedy Diablos, allowing
only single runs in three
different frames. His ERA
is currently 2.14 in 54 innings.
Relief specialist Tim
Cunningham, who saved Don
Orndorff’s
6-0 blanking
against Fullerton State in
a tuneup to the league opener, retired the side in the
hectic ninth inning after
walking in one run to close
the SJS lead to 5-3 The

junior righthander copped
his second save of the spring
and could be the ace in the
hole needed to capture a
second consecutive title.
The Friday night game
with L.A. State was almost
the Brian Nakamoto show as
the converted centerfielder
gunned down speedy Skip
Jarvis in the first inning at
the plate with a perfect
throw. He followed with a
homerun to shove SJS into
a hard-earned 4-3 lead only
to see it evaporate in the
ninth inning.
The Diablos rallied to tie
the game in the final frame
with an unearned run off
Steve Hinckley, who had
whiffed five consecutive batters in relief of Mike Rusk.
L.A. State won two innings
later after a walk opened the
stanza.
Rusk showed his competitiveness after a three-week
layoff by going six hard
frames before tiring due to
throwing an excess of
pitches.
The 5-4 loss to L.A.
State had other consequences
as Smith stepped into a hole
and suffered a foot injury

which cold keep him out indefinetely.
Leftfielder Al
Ariza
received a badly
bruised elbow from being hit
with a fastball and was unable
to swing a bat. Both players
sat out the dobleheader as a
result.
Don Orndorff, a name
more familiar to basketball
fans, made his college pitching debut a success by blanking Fullerton State for six
innings before giving way to
Cunningham. The sophomore
lefthander, counted on by
Coach Menges, to bolster his
weak southpaw unit, allowed
only four singles while striking out three. His two hits
was also encouraging to
Manges, who has one of the
best hitting mound corps on
the coast.

326 average and a nationally -ranked
10 doubles.
Nakamoto set a new twoyear career record for RBI’s
over the weekend with his
52nd.

At
I

"Ner

Mike Costanzo, a utility
man last year, made a valuable contribution to the SJS
efforts last week with his
sparkling glove play at third
base.
He flagged down a
sure base hit into the hole
and threw out the Fullerton
runner.
Catcher Tim Day continues to lead SJS with a

Jeff Gingrich

Song Girl
tryouts set
Photo%

Rain foils SJS trackmen

by Mat lynn

Day slides in under the tag as the ump signals all safe

Golfers amaze, finish high
By JAY GOLDBERG
Brigham Young University was supposed to finish
first with close competition
from Arizona State in the
Western Collegiate Golf
Championships March 29-31
in Santa Cruz.
SJS
well SJS was considered just one of the teams
competing in the tournament

on
the Pasatiempo Golf
Course.
Surprise, surprise, surprise...SJS finished in a tie
for second with USC with a
54 -hole record setting total
of 883. Arizona State took
top honors with a lower record setting pace of 867.
17 strokes off the old mark
set by BYU last year.

Frosh hitters lay
egg on Easter
The Easter Bunny left
more yolk than eggs for the
SJS frosh-soph baseball team
over vacation, as the Sparta babes won two, lost three
and tied one.
SJS fell from second place
in league competition (5-4)
as they dropped a doubleheader to the Stanford Frosh,
5-1 and 3-0 at The Farm
Saturday.
It was a matter of who
could take advantage of the
breaks which decided the outcome of the twinbill.
SJS managed to outhit the
Cardinals, 15 - 12, over the
span of the doubleheader but
could scrounge -up only one
run.
Meanwhile, Stanford
took advantage of numerous
SJS errors as seven of its
eight runs scored were unearned.
Righthander Jim Shoemaker and lefty Dave
Adornetto received credit for
the losses.
"It was a big letdown by
us, but we have over 20 games
left to play on the league
schedule," said coach Jon
Hennig.
It was a big letdown indeed, but they made every
hit count against the University of San Francisco. The
Spartababes outslugged the
Dons, 14-9, last Wednesday
on Spartan Field.

Dent on doubled home the
eighth run for the Sparta babes in the fifth. They never
trailed after that. McGlennan
went 2 for 3 with three RBI’s
and Denton had three hits in
five plate appearances. He
also drove home three runs.
Steve Gordon - Forbes
hurled the final four innings,
shutting out the Dons, as he
picked up his third victory
of the season with no losses.
He raised his inning without
an earned run streak to 23.
On March 25, the Sparta babes tied junior college
powerhouse San Jose City
College, 3-3 at Jaguar Field.
The game went 13 innings and
since darkness was creeping
upon the diamondmen both
coaches agreed to halt the
game.
"It was a very dull game.
We had a 3-0 lead, but the
Jaguars kept coming back,"
said Hennig.
The Spartababes manhandled Willow Glen High
School, 12-1, on March 24
and on March 22 they were
downed by Pioneer High
School, 4-3.
SJS is now 10-7-1 overall.

Paced by the hot -swinging
junior Roger Maltbie, a 68
fot the first 18, the Spartans took a hold of second
place on the first day with
a total of 287, BYU tied SJS.
On the second day SJS
held second on their own
with a total of 582, six strokes
ahead of USC.
While the team was surprising everyone, Maltbie
turned in hes best performance of the year, which
was not a surprise.
The San Jose native set
an individaul course record
as he shot a total of 209
over 54 -holes. However, like
the team, it was good for second place as ASU All-American Howard Twitty shot a
sizzling 205 over the threeday tournament.
Maltbie and Twitty went
into the final days competition tied for first place at
137. Maltbie went over 70
on the last 18 as he shot a
72.
However, his birdie
two on the final hole enabled
SJS to tie USC.
None of the other five
SJS linkmen who placed shot
below 70 during the 54 holes,
but still turned in strong performances.
Chuck Eddie shot a 222,
Dean May had 225 strokes,
Frank Mister had a score
of 227, Phil Barry shot a
230 and Brian Inkster was
the last Spartan to place with
a total of 238.
In dual meet competition
the Spartans took their eighth
straight win without a defeat
as they trounced the L.A.
State Diablos 18 1/2-8 1/2.
Oh yes, BYU managed to
place fourth in the tournament.

Catcher Brian McGlennan
and shortstop Steve Denton
led the Spa rtababe comeback.

801 Woodside Rd.
Redwood City
F.SEP - SJSC Members

DISEdliCelnylII Mark Esalls
also came through the muck
in style, annexing the threemile in 14:04 after the lead
had changed hands many
times during the race.
Despite the loss, Bullard
credited the Beavers with
a fine performance.
-Oregon State is the
toughest team we’ve run
against so far," praised
Bullard, commenting on the
exceptional
times
the
Beavers posted despite the
rain.
The previous weekend.
Bullard took his squad to
Bakersfield to a loosley organized all -comers meet in
hopes of getting the Spartans
ready for the OSU clash.
The meet turned out tribe
an outstanding one with the
Spartan thinclads turning in
some fast times.
Foremost was the vast
impriivornent in t he ISiile

Teach
Yourself

Netters face Cal in
three -match week
The SJS tennis team, still
playing without Brazil Davis
Cup member and No. 1 Spartan, Carlos Kirmayr, faces a
tough schedule this week beginning with a rematch with
U.C. Berkeley tomorrow on
the Bears’ courts.
Kirmayr is in Rio de
Janeiro, where the Brazil
team won its first Davis
Cup contest with Venezuela.
The team now is preparing
for an April 9 match against
Argentina on the clay courts
of Rio.
The Spartans, meanwhile,
face a tough Cal team which
topped the Spartans 6-3, earlier this year.
"Without
Carlos, it’s gonna be much
tougher," commented coach

Clear Writing
Business Math
Business Statistics

Butch Krikorian.
Compounding the Spar
tans’ troubles is a shoulder
injury to No. 2 man Robbie
Wheatley, which may keep
him out of the Cal match.
The netters, 6-2 overall
and 1-0 in PCAA play, finish the week against U.C.
San Diego Thursday and Arizona State on Friday. Both
matches are scheduled for 2
p.m. on the south courts.
Six Spartans have been
eliminated from the SJS All
which
tourney,
Comers
started last weekend and finishes up next Saturday and
Sunday at the smith courts.

Statistics
Money in the Economy
Logarithms

The quick
proven way with

Self-Teaching
lb Guides
back $2.95

Look for them at
your local
bookstore

a little about it ...
HOW IS YOUR
HAPPY MARRIAGE
DOING THESE DAYS,
WE HAVE NOTHING TO SAY ABOUT THIS
FILM - NO FRILLS NO STILLS
WE
STATE UNEQUIVOCALLY THAT IF YOU SEE

*
0

"MARITAL AIDS THE STIMULATORS"
.Ar

.5iTy IsL
LE’VE

’,I-risr

W

LO
RTHOG

tSEFFAN COLOR

IT COULD VERY WELL SAVE YOUR MARRIAGE.
PLUS - lit RUN SECOND FEATURE.

The Docomenlar dial 11\

!rookie\

the CHANGES

EUROPE
$220 - $275. It T.
From West Coast
Fly One WayFrom$125
FlightsAll Year Long
Flights Also Available
to Israel and the Orient
For Information
Contact 365-8625

pour 01 points until the Spar tans watched hopes of victory
dissolve away.
SJS coach Ernie Bullard
mentioned that the Spartans
probably couldn’t have beaten Oregon State even on the
moon Saturday.
Evidently
he was right.
The Spartans, with a few
exceptions, just couldn’t
handle the weather conditions like their opponents
and suffered their third
straight dual meet loss.
SHIELDS TOUGH
Larry Shields, who has
been rounding into top shape
during the last few weekends, came through with
some fine performances despite the wet weather and bad
track conditions.
Shields burst out of the
blocks and won the 100 and
similary took the 220. Larry
looked best, however, when
he took the baton in the 440
relay and made up five yards
in anchoring the Spartans to
victory.

relay quartet, lowering its
season best from a 3:20.6
clocking to a quick 3:12.6.
Quartermiler Dennis
Maas paced the Spartan contingent with a 46.9 clocking
while sprinter Shields stopped the watches with a 47.8
leg.
Evans, changing from the
grueling three mile to the
mile, posted a fast 4:08.9
time, his all-time best. Tim
Hayes also ran his season
best in the 440, clocking a
49.2

Who Corteols
Ameriat)i Thou3kH
THE PERMISSIBLE LIE Sarnm Sinclair Baker. From
inside the world of modern advertising, an angry
professional provides a documented. eyeopening
guide to the slick pseudo-science of half truth which
pervades our most extensive and persistent form of
mass communication. $2.95
THE MYTHMAKERS Bernard D. Nossiter A provocative economic journalist probes beneath the glitter
and the rationalizations of our "free enterprise" system to show how Americans are being victimized by
a popular ideology deliberately formulated and promoted for the benefit of business. $2.45
WHO CONTROLS AMERICAN EDUCATION? lames
D. Koerner. How professional and political pressures, often motivated by non -educational goals,
frustrate the aims of good teachers and good students - to serve instead the aims of the people
controlling the educational system. $2.45
THE PURSUIT OF LONELINESS Philip E. Slater. A
penetrating analysis of the forms and forces of social
conformity which herd most Americans into the joyless life of the rat race -and isolate the dissidents
across a pointless generation gap. $2.45
THE RIGHT OF REVOLUTION Truman Nelson. A
devastating examination of how our oldest patriotic
tradition - defiance of injustice - has been warped
to depict contemporary civil rights revolutionaries
as indefensible ciminals. $1.45
THE OPINIONMAKERS William L. Rivers. An insider’s report on how journalists and politicians interact in Washington to shape what the public will
be told about decisions and events in the world’s
most powerful center of government. $1.95

BUT

The Spartababes rapped
14 hits and overcame a seven
run deficit.
USF pounced on starter
Rich Codde for seven runs
in the first three innings.
Only three of the runs were
earned.

By KEITH PETERS
Sports Editor
When it rains, it pours.
So it goes for the SJS
track and field squad.
The Spartans, psyched
and ready to meet the Oregon
State Beavers in their annual
meeting during the weekend,
arrived in Corvallis and
were greeted with overcast
skies and rain.
Instant letdown.
Faced with running on a
dirt track mired with ankledeep mud, SJS succumbed to
the rain and poor conditions
and dropped a 95-50 decision
to the Beavers.
The Spartans were ready
mentally before the meet,
according to SJS track publicist Bill Gilbert, but the
skies opened up and started
pouring out puddles of water
about an hour before the
meet.
The rain continued throughout most of the meet
and the hometown favorites
kept up their steady down-

Just as athletes must
practice to earn their place
on the roster, so must any
girl who seeks a position
as a member of theSJS song
girls.
Tonight from 7 until 9
p.m. in the men’s gym the
first practice will be held
as the process of selecting
the top girls begins.
Practice sessions will
run until the 18th of April
and the final tryouts will
be held in the men’s gym
from 6 until 9 p.m. on April
19.
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PAMERIC
WARNING. IF YOU WOULD BE OFFENDED BY FRANK SE E0A1
ADULTS
PLEASE DO NOT AT Ti ND (PLC IT RAVIY-IING ((II

OR

OPEN DAILY 12 NOON

PUSSYCAT I

SAN JOSE
lit

MASS COMMUNICATION AND AMERICAN EMPIRE
Herbert I. Schiller. "The first comprehensive examination of domestic and international mass communications structure and policy in the United States."
-Saturday Review. Revealing insight into the control of information dissemination. $2.95
wittiAM STYRON’S NAT TURNER: TEN BLACK
WRITERS RESPOND Edited by John Henrik Clark.
A provocative rebuke to a best-selling novel deemed
by black critics to be a subtle perpetuation of racism
--in the beguiling form of historical fiction. $1.95
THE POLITICS OF HISTORY Howard Zinn. One of
America’s most controversial scholars challenges his
colleagues to a reexamination of the professional and
private responsibilities of the historian. $3.45

C OUNTY
FAIRGROUNDS
rM

JUSTICE AND THE PRESS John Lofton. The delicate
war between newspaper sensationalism and courtroom secrecy - and how both have influenced
public opinion in contradiction of the right of the
accused to a fair trial. $2.95

295-6308
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When this is woven together, the pattern of colors in
20 to 25 rows creates a plaid which could rival any
grandmother’s patchwork.
The weaving itself is easy. You can finish a square in
the time it takes to watch a half hour TV show.
First, thread the loom by lacing the wool back and forth
over 14 little hooks which takes about one commercial. Then
measure off about four more yards of wool and thread the
needle.
The tedious over and under threading usually associated
with weaving is eliminated because a moveable plastic
device lifts and depresses alternate strands all at one time.
This makes it possible to weave a whole row at once.
You can zip the needle through, back and forth, in a
jiffy, all the while watching TV, suntanning, no talking
on the phone.
Rugs, pillows, hats, belts, and tote bags are easily
put together. The weaver is designed to make oblongs
as well as squares, and mohair, bulky knit, string or rick
rack could be used.

SJS beats 10 schools

Flyers take top honors
The 11 -member team
took the top team and top
pilot awards. beating 10
other schools, in the March
25-26 flyoffs. held at Columbia Airport in Tuolumne

County.
Events in which the team
placed were power -on landings (Scott Schoonover took
Second, John Kari third, and
Dan Bogdan fifth), power -off
landings (Eric Holt first,
Marvin Ellis second), Navigation (Keith Brock first.
Schoonover fourth), and the
bomb drop --with water balloons, not bombswhere
Ellis took first and Holt

fourth.
Schoonover was also selected as top pilot.
.Next competitive appearance for the Flying Twenties will be at the National
Intercollegiate Flying Association (N1FA) contest at
Purdue University.
The team is sponsoring
the 1972 Northern Annual
Pilots’ Conference on May
6 to try to raise money for

the NIFA event.
Cost of the conference
will be $12.75, and speakers
will include Bob Campbell,
Air Safety Director of the
Western United States, and
solo round -the -world pilot
Elgin Long.
Next meeting of the Flying Twenties is tonight, at
7 p.m. in Air Department
Room 106.

Anti -war teach -in set
Papel 4 case,
and Carol Feraci,
who spoke out against
the war while performing with the Ray
Contif singers for
Pres. Nixon.
A film depicting
plastic a nd reconstructive surgery
done on Vietnamese

All

and civilian
teach -in will be held
Saturday in San
Francisco.
The topic will be.
"Is the War Winding
Down’."’ Speakers
will include Anthony
J. Russo, co-defendant with Daniel
Ellsberg in the Pen tary

.F4-pka.xiit-Ausg

meetings
TODAY
TRIM, o 45 rn .social hour meet
ing at B p
Garden City Hofbrini.
Bavarian Room on F irst Street
Vito, Herrick, manager of %weskit
Cartrivision (first COMPally to pro
dote cartridge televisioni will give a
demonstration
OASIS. noon Speech and CH ama 229
Speech Communication Ciub
FLYING 20’s, 7 p rn San Jose Muni
cps, Airport Room 106 Appi,..tions
are now being accepted

TOMORROW
HOME ECONOMICS CLUB. noun,
I
EDUCATIONAL SPANISH STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION. I p , £docal,00

Home Economics ROOT
445

INTERCULTURAL STEERING COM.
inter.iiiturai
MIT TEE, 4 10 p

Jill kit
1,),
international surgeons will also be
shown.
The teach -in begins at noon and will
run until 5p.m. After
a dinner break, the
film will be shown
at 7 p.m.
The teach -in will
be held at the First

Lburch.
tutarian
1187 Franklin St. The
sponsors are the StuMobilizatio"
dent
Committee (SMC)
and the Northern
California Peace Action Coalition (NC For further
PAC).
information call Pete
Verral at 864-0810.

ruelle

lOtt, and San Fernando
Center
Streets
Meeting for organizations
who want to participate in Inter
nationaI Shook
SPARTAN ORIOCCI, 3 pm, CU
C nstanoan Room

CHICKEN

10% DISCOUNT WITH ASB CARD AT

ART CLEANERS

THE INTERLUDE

’63
with
New
Call

ANNOUN( I Mt NT’,
SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
Home Cleaners (Basic H. L, etc I.
Food Supplements (Instant Proteinl
Beauty Aids1ProteinizedShampoo etc I
John & Mary Rhoades 297 3666

flower or a dozen you will receive the
Every pun
same "fuss & ribbons
chase is gift wrapped You never got
so much lees, little money TRY US-

- -YOU’LL LIKE USI! We also have a
large selection of potted plants, ter
rariurns, dish gardens and dry ar
rangement flowers
Everything at
prices you can afford Our specialty
is our small ’ fbr the hospital’ or.
rangernents at SI 96 & 52 50 They’re
cute and "lust enough" We are open
9 AM to 7 PM daily & Sunday
day
Holidays) 720 University Aye Los
Gales 356-6314 or 356-4839 (at the
end of the cyclone fence behind Oak
Mradcw Park I
PUBLIC AUTO MART
Sell your own Vehicle. Invest total
of $800 and a little of your time
Thousands of "Prospective Buyers"

(We

average over 30 "Specific Buyers"
for each new VW and moderately priced
transportation vehicle for sale Call
before 500 for a listing of the types of
vehicles and price ranges "Our Buyers" were looking for last weekend

leased upon Buyer Questionaire completed each weekendl 2079566 Every
weekend Sat & Sun 9arn-4pm Every
weekend Sat & Sun 9arn-4pm Capitol
Drive -In Theatre Capitol Expressway
8i Monterey Rd SJ
PUBLIC AUTO MART
"A Meeting Place for Private Parties
to Buy and Sell Used Vehicles"

Park Ave 18 blocks west of SJS)
Ph 206-1263 or 28 E Campbell Ave
(at Winchesterl Ph 378-1040

Choose from
red & gold tiger eye, turquois and
fire agate $1000 & up Ph 2257472

Join a college -age BALLET class at
Eufrazia School of Ballet Essential
techniques for the beginning dancer
246-6675 if no answer 241-1776

MT. HAMILTON RD,
BREATHTAKING VIEW

advertising major; and Jerry
Herdegen, advertising manager of the Spartan Daily.
Also included on the panel
are Michael Wortsman, president of Ad -Ventures, the
campus advertising club;
Paul Bally, advertising major; and Brent Blasi, radio television news major and
advertising minor.

1 ACRE,
Executive

Custom County Home. 2.200 sq. It ,
3 yrs old, beautiful decorated 3
bedrooms, 2 bath, built in bar. 6
sliding glass doors, beamed ceilings thruout
Low county taxes
Appraised with 556,900 10% down
to qualified buyer Sell for $65,900
firm Call Ron Gabriel - agent
377-8181
TYPEWRITER, Good
PORTABLE
shape, S25: Harrnon-Drdon A 301(
stereo AMP, dual 15 -watt, $30: Heath
AJ - 14 Mono FM Weer. needs al i gnmeni
$16. OKI reel-to-reel tape recorder
535. 247-8123

CANOAS GARDEN GROWTH INSTITUTE
Enrollment starting in
growth course givenbylicencedthera-

post Individual coundling. Groups
Course of study that will be of value
as background for those aiming at
professional work in helping fields
Certificate issued on completion of 6
mo course Psychosynthesis orientation
Space very limited Fee
STOOrrno Write for more details’
include phone no M Rochkind, MSW
2103 Canoes Garden Rd, SJ 95125

driving Call Sylvia aft 6 284.7045

in Sunnyvale Call 736-1817

(McCloskey has dropped out) -- all
you "Republicans" come and change
your party and support George Mc
Govern. College Union- -5 days left

for action

HOUSING

Only
ceilings, drapes, clothes, etc
Visit one of our stores at 400
$5

LIFT YOUR SPIRITS,

’60 AUSTIN-COOPER. S.u, carb., frt,
disc brakes Runs line. $450. Fun

DRAFT DIFFICULTIES?
National
Guard Unit has immediate openings

Bed Co invites you to compare
quality, price. and service LIMITED
NUMBER OF PARACHUTES 28I1 diameter. orange and white Great for

HAND MADE RINGS.

2 PIONEER SPEAKERS, Model CS.
77 Nice wood Ex Cond $100 each

See at 540S 9th, Steve

class of 13 setters at Golden Gate 1971 Excellent lines College professor offering students substantial
discount Los Gatos 379-5109
$2JS
UNIVERSITY SHIRTS CSU,

Available in assorted sizes & colors
Limited supply Call Dave 243-0129
SCUBA EQUIPMENT complete outfit.
never used $200 MOTORCYCLE ’67
SU2K 203 CC X-5 Excell. Cond.
$200 941-1030
INTERESTED IN LEARNING HOW TO
PLAY the Harmonica, I Ban,o Have
own instrument" F., Open Phnne
266-6821

STUDENT RENTALS
Furnished Houses 3 & 4 Bedrooms
2 Baths
Furnished Apt. & Studios
1 & 2 bedrooms
Rental Specialists since 1955
Gareth Realty, 295 No 10th
Call 297-2410
147 UNITS 4 Swimming Pools
GARDEN VILLA APARTMENTSNeetCleen-Ounst Studio Apts sop. dressing rm. SOMETHING SPECIAL -Obi
Studio convertible to 2 brims; 2 dressing rem. 2 baths; lot and dining

rm, accomodate, 4 adults Well’
lighted reserved parking; night security patrol, close to busting, shipping,
$JS, 5105 and up 1319 Sunny Court
SJ, 297- 1203
DOWNER LAKE CONDOMINIUM-2BR,
2 -bath (Beds for 7 & loft for children’s sleeping bagsl Fully equipped,

deluxe, new. from $215 kirk or $125
deluxe, new, from $215 wk or $125/
14081 264-8199 or 1408/ 371wkend
3266
ROOM IN LARGE HOUSE in exchange
for part time care of 2 boys - Sand
5 yrs Use of kitchen and washer
dryer 241-6590

MT. HAMILTON RD 1 ACRE.
BREATHTAKING VIEW
Executive Custom Country Home
2,200 sq. ft.. 3 yrs old, beautiful
decorated. 3 bedrooms, 2 bath, built
in bar, 6 sliding glass doors, beamed
ceilings thruoul. Low county taxes.
Appraised with $56,900. 10% down to
qualified buyer. Sell for 55,900 firm
Call Ron Gabriel-agant 377-S161
NEED NEAT FEMALE ROOMMATE
NOW to share 2 bdrin unfurn apt

REPLACE THE EASTER BUNNY with
an Irish Setter puppy Sire best in

"Tim’

HELP WANTED
YOU WANT US!
Your Chance to Help Other People
Money Is A MMUS
Freedom; Fun; Education
SHAKLEE’S UNLIMITED
OPPORTUNITY
ONLY 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
466 South 5th e2 297 3866

John & Mary Rhoades

1TIVE GIRLS WANTED for
nude modeling Study while you work
No sex or porno
S50 to $100 per

day Full or part time, mornings,
afternoons. evno ngs Artists &
Models Studio 1415 Alameda SJ
998-196%

Good condition Best offer over 5100
call 292-6427 after 6 p.m.
’87 PONTIAC G.T.O. esp. trans., 400
cu in.. 58,000 rni R & H, 1850
Bkt. sts , clean, body in no. cond.
259.5972 or 374-4504

information, contact The Placement
Center.

FINE CLASSICAL GUITARS FOR PERFORMERS AND TEACHERS Lessons
Sunnyvale 783 2671
---- --San Jose’s oldest
WATER BEDS
water bed store, Yin Yang Water

your flat. only 515 Satisfaction
710 N 23rd St Apt 1

Want to inspect hundreds of used
vetncles in one stop? All makes’
All models All prices. Fret Admission- Free Parking PUBLIC AUTO
MART See our ad AnnouncsmeMS
KARMAN GHIA 1962, beige. GO tond
1 owner, 101,000 mi Gd tires, looks
gd $4195 Upholstery 2 yrs old New
door hinges & locks Call 269-8660
aft 4 PM

Programmer Trainee, Staff Nurse,
and Public Health Nurse For further

pound Any amount Ph 293-2954
LARGEST SELECTION of current.
used paperbacks, records and books
1,2 price Quality books and records
purchased Top prices paid cash, or
trade Lots of fiction, supplementals.
RECYCLE BOOK
and classics
286-6275 186 S 2nd St

guaranteed

FOR

recruiter on the San Jose State Campus
April 12, 1972 Interviews will be
taken for these positions. Junior Appraiser. Deputy Probation Officer,
Contra Costa Co. will have a job

FOAM RUBBER 35c per

Ph 297-1444

AUTOMOTIVE

Seminar features
ad student panel

STUDENTS WANTED TO promote
youth game in their towns. Generous
offer per sale of each game. 267-5955

FULL-SIZE-T)EDYED PARACHUTES. The ultionte in decorating

YOUR MIND

PART TIME
$S EVENINGS $$

T ime-L be Books offer steady employment calling our customers evenings
6 p.m -9 and Saturday a.m. Earn
$244 on salary and bonuses. Pleasant interesting work for mature individuals who can talk easily about book s
All work done in our nearby San Jose
office. Leads only. Weekly paycheck.
Call 298-543310,’ interview appt.

THE PISCEAN
35 S Fourth, 1 2 block from SJS
Library King Queen complete waterbeds S46,$0. Double 544, Twin $33
Frames $106 up Liners $2, Heaters
124 and up 10 year guarantee on all
beds Also water sofas, organic Turniture, pillows; tapestries Mellow
sales people and right on prices 35
S 4th 287-7030

GET CASH FOR YOUR STORE COUPONS. Ex 15c off on next purchase
of MJB coffee Phone Jim 298-2170

’63 WESTCOASTER 3-wheel mail van

time
this summer We train you for an
exciting position in management. with
ALCOA’S largest subsidary If you
like to work with people. call 2688739 after 4 PM

FOR SALE

PASSPORT PHOTOS-ONE DAY SERVICE 4 FOR $3.75 15 minutes service availabl Daily 13 am 3 p rn
Sat till noon Tinker Bell Studio
1040 The Alameda, 5,1

presents Mr Victor Herrick
of Ctplri Vision
Innovations in
electronic communications & Natio
ing the newest in videotape cassettes
Tuesday, April 4
Garden City Hofbrau
Markel & Post St
6-45 PM SociI Hr - 9-OOPMSpeaker

stuitelits selected for a panel on "Newspaper Advertising: Does the TV GenerationTune In?" are (seated) Mike
Wortsman, Patricia Clark and Jerry Herdegen. Standing
is panel moderator Eugene Rebcook, associate professor
If advertising, Susan Siminski and Brent Blasi.

WORK PART TIME NOW andfull

VW GHIA ’57 1503 engine, sincro
trans, extractor exhaust, radio, new
tires Good running condition Call
PM 257-3778

SHREDDED

-FULL/PART TIME HELP WANTED.
Sell the Soak lee line of biodegradable,
non pollution products Liberal

by SJCC with 2 others. S58,.-rno 287
9621.

Apt
Furnished $150 mo 463 N 5th St
05 Call 298-7188 or 295-4462
FOR

RENT April 1, 2 bdrrn

OWN ROOM POW RENT- in duplex
Call Andy 292-0227

toshare a room with a compatible student in clew, pleasant
college co-op house at 406 S 11th St.

MEN’

FURNISHED HOUSE FOR RENT. 2
story. 4 berm 277 N 5th St .293-3689
MARRIED COUPLES

Large 2 bdrin apt w/w trot..611/in
ktchn Quiet complex, 1/2 blk to SJS
large pool, beautifully maintained by
resident owner. $150/mo 466 S 516
#1 286.0944
1 SOMA. APT for rent. Furn., W & G

paid. 1/2 blk from SJS. $110/mo
49S. 4th St. 287.7387

M or F roommate for house 1 block
from campus. Own room NOB obi

297-1904

share for mature clean cut
male college student over 21, in return

HOUSE to

12 hrs, maintainence work per week
Saratoga. Call 354-8178 or 354-8873.
NEED GIRL TO SHARE 3bdrm house
w/5 others $60/rno plus util. 680
$ 12th Ph 293-6205 Available April

1,1

2 BDRM APT FOR RENT $176/mo.
641 S 1110 St Take Over lease for
2 months Call 287-7128

bonuses, benefits and an excellmt
retirement plan Call 255-0146 or
294-9726

DANCERS, $3 hour up and amateur
topless every Wednesday $15 to all
participants, 52510 winner Parlor.
pants offered contract The Brass
Rail 734 1454

If today is Thursday. April lilt,, lit

is Via last :Her to register} sow. can
(select/ George McGovern to beat
Tricky

SALES

Work part-time as a campus representative for Encyclopaedia Br tenni.
$200/400 month- interesting chI lenge
Must be spread. and enjoy working
with people Al Edwards 209-1350

SC/RAMBLER: 1969 factory performance car, 500 built, 390 AMX engine,
discs. maps. new polyglas tires,
Hurst, well maintained, $1,350 firm
255.2419 -eves

Daisies 65c bunch, Bachelor Buttons
95c bunch,’- -Daffodils. Tol.ps. Iris.
Stock, Violets etc etc etc You name
it.. -we’ve got On Whether you buy one

TRI-M

at Stanford, and is presently
practicing law in San Jose.
The lecture will be held
tomorrow at 12:30 in Duncan
Hall 306.
The public Is invited.

GARDENER -HANDYMAN
3 to 4 hrs. on Sat. or Sun Permanent
298-4903
$2

One owner, good condition, new auto,
trans $690 or best offer 225-0171

ELEANOR’S FLOWERS of Los Gatos
is a lovers. large "fresh cut" flower
shop We have the best goal ity flowers
at the lowest prices in town Lovely
carnations at 51 00 doz no kidding)
Long stem roses at $3 50 & 54 50 doe
lin a florists box for additional 6501

AN ELECTRONIC EVENING

PORSCHE 1600 COUPE Sue.,
red interior
65,000 miles
tires Radio & heater $1.603
739 6613

’66 BUICK SKYLARK CONVERTIBLE.

despaired before we dared George
McGovern needs student volunteers,
1878 W San Carlos. or phone 2899118 We need you

160 .1,7 30 p

A CLEAN OLD MAN

VISA VICTOR SHOOTINGSTAR 441
CC Recently rebuilt New tires
ex coed 1600 Never in dirt Call
287-7387

PISCEAN WATERBEDS
1528 W San Carlos 294-1455 Just
west of Sears King Queen $21, Dbl
$19, Twin $15. Safety Liners 52.
Frames $10 plus 10 -Year Guarantee on all beds Water Sofas, U L
Listed heaters, pillows, tapestries
Ask about our N R 0 policy 294 1455

ladmitted free) each weekend

OWNER,DAVID ROSENTHAL, SJS SS . . .

’$4 CHEV. Mil Flatbed Trk Needs
work on steering Engine OK Ideal
for camper. $225 Call Don 296-7693
Day to 3-30

Please help us Let it not be said by
future, forlorn generation that ours
was a time when we lost our nerve and
wasted our great potential because we

HILLEL FOUNDATION is Sponsor
ing an Israli lilk dancing class in

BY CAMPUS,CRNR.OF 9th & SANTA CLARA

Corner 3rd *
& Santa T
Clara
******-v-***********u.-**********4

McGovern

Six SJS advertising students are included in activities planned for the California Newspaper Publishers Association’s Advertising Seminar April 6 and 7 at
San Jose Hyatt House.
Participating on the panel
will be Susan Siminski, a
former airline stewardess
and now an advertising major at SJS; Patricia Clark,

COMPLETE LAUNDRY SERVICE REMEMBER,

’HAPPY HOUR 3-7PM

of therms
the (Establishment) plays.
Let’s
Ibeal them) at it - Senator George

8919

760 MT. VIEW ALVISO RD. SUNNYVALE

GROUND ROUND

call 298-2570
(Registration) is the name

Club speaker to explore
aspects of geology
The SJS Geology Club
Wednesday Get-Togetherwill
feature Tom Hughes of oley
and Hughes. Hughes will discuss the legal aspects of
He received his
geology.
Master’s degree in geology

*.

WE DO ANYTHING

PRAWNS

OF SANTA
CLARA COUNTY is beginning a nursery school this fall, especially for
the children of
French speaking
parents
If you are interested please

TODAY
WOMEN’S INTERCOLLEGIATE
TENNIS SQUAD. 3 pn, . Stanford
SONG GIRL TRYOUTS, 7 to 9 p to
Men’s Gym Tryouts will be held
again on April 6 in the C U Costa noon Room and 0 April It, 13 and
18 in the Men’s Gym For further
information call Shirley Field at
26/ 7695 or Sandi K token at 247
Hail

LOBSTER

THE ECOLE FRANCAISE

misc.

Centennial

:

Grab a bite tonite!

741

Crocheting klutzes, knitting ninnies:
Weaving can solve your problems

The Flying Twenties,
SJS’ flying team, has winged
its way to victory in recent
Pacific Coast Intercollegiate
Flying Association (PCIFA)
competition.

BRING US YOUR WRINKLED
YOUR SOILED, YOUR REEKING
GARMENTS

dinner **

(Your choice of 5 entrees)

. STEAK

J
itrortrit udi

By SHIRLEY-ANNE OWDEN
Do you macrame in your knitting without really trying?
And are you the kind of person who crochets in one endless
chain because you can’t do anything else?
If you’ve always wanted to make an afghan or a poncho
but are a crocheting klutz and a knitting ninny, weaving
is for you.
Weaving? No, not the kind with the big loom and the foot
pedal. but a new easy kind that even the most dedicated
uncoordinate can do.
With a "Wonder Weave" or "Weave Easy" handloom,
you can make 4 -inch squares that really look professional
When sewn together, the squares can form a scarf, vest,
seater, poncho or even a warm and error -free afghan.
These "instant" or "tiny" looms may be bought for
$2.98 at any of the Sunset House type places or mail order
houses. Complete instructions, a needle, and an idea book
come with it.
All you have to buy besides the loom is some wool. A
good kind to buy is 4 -ply worsted variegated or multicolored wool in shades of blue and white or "rainbow"

0

!-Try our
WHAT’RE YoU
TIt’fiN
TO DO, j
PLAY ’OD’!

DIRTY STUDENTS...

iliri**F"Oni**K***I*N"G*****0**U**T1

LOST & FOUND
LOST BURGUNDY PHOTO ALBUM
Near S 7th & William St
on route to San Jose A, rpori Reward
297 2898 before 7 p m

March 17

SERVICES
ARTISTS’ MODEL available for am
fists, photographers, students groups,
workshops
Rates open NO porno
After 5, weekends, 275-6168

WHO’S ON THIRD?
Your friendly neighborhood Typing
anyone?,
TYPING. tormpapers. rte One block
from campus
Reasonable rates
editing done too 294 7033
Service 287 4355 lAmanuensis,

FAST, ACCURATE, Experienced ty

pist
IBM Selectric -pica Can edit
1 miles from SJS Mrs Aslanian Call
2914104
RENT A TV ON STEREO $10 per
month, free service, no contract Call

Esche’s 251.2598

PARACHUTE JUMP INSTRUCTION
All
Complete first lump course

equipment furnished Special student
rates Stevens Para -Loft Oakland
569-5351

Airport

TYPING, Experienced, fast, also editing
Former English leacher

244-6444 aft 6 Mary Bryner
AUTO INSURANCE

low my
No driver refused
Harvey Diesner 241 39011

rates

THESIS TYPING - ELECTRIC Master’s
Reports Disertations
Harris Ave

Marianne Tamberg 1924
Call 371 0395, San Jose

FOR PROBLEM PREGNANCY CARE.
tint, ai option and
pregnant y
sterilization Call Family Planning
Alit...1,01./1, /89 9011
DICK’S AOUASE RV
A qua r urn s repaired
sorvit ed
Sell
Buy
291 0006

PERSONALS
Paper
story,
names kept confidential Call Sandy
1:30 - 4.30 277-3181 Spartan Daily
IT. register "non-partisan") indicates
GHOST
Agency

WRITERS for Term
Need information for

your ignorance of the system

Ask

your campus registrar. Register
Democratic, remain mentally independent- -"WE can change the world" -Senator George McGovern
TRANSPORTATION
NINTH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE FROM $289 ROUND TRIP
JAPAN FROM $349 ROUND TRIP
CALL FLIGHT CHAIRMAN -19161
451.7905
4248 OVERLAND, DEPT B
CULVER CITY, CA., 90230

EUROPE -ISRAEL -EAST AFRICA
Student Travel Discounts, i
ire
student camping tours throughout West
and East Europe, including Russia
SOFA agent for inter - Europesn student
charter flights
CONTACT ISCA
11607 San Vicente Blvd 04 LA Calif.
90049 TEL 12131 826-5669 12131 82E0955 or c11 ...opus rep Stier. Cecil
14151 845-7131 hours 4-7 pm
OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
Australia. Europe, S America, Africa
etc All professions and occupations
$700 to 13.030 monthly E xpenses paid
overtime. sightseeing Free infer
mation Write. Jobs Overseas, Dept
04 P 0 Box 15071. San Diego, Ca
92115
FLYING SOON?

EAST to Denver. Chicago. New York,
Boston. Washington or Europe WEST
to Hawaii or the Orient Your TWA
Campus Rep Bruce Freeman can lielp
you make your GETAWAY NOW( Save
1/3 with a TWA YOUTH PASSPORT and

take up to 24 months to pay with

FREE, EASILY OBTAINABLE, TWA
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD. Caller-ore
at 267-8668 for information
EURORAIL -tours sofallighls
car rents I s -hostels -pensions sports
europtancars -shipping-sleeping bags
mountainboots. etc
Condor. 2305
Wilshire Boulevard Santa Monica 213
828-6064
UNIVERSITY TRAVELERS CLUB

Traveling this summer? Stay over
night free, Stuck at home? Host
travelers Meet friendly people Ex
change privileges with members in
U.S and Canada Write now for full
details UTC, P 0 Box 9147, Berkeley
Calif 94709
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS
LONDON from 5129 ONE WAY
EUROPE, HONG CONG, ORIENT
Weekly Departures,
PLEASE CONTACT 415 391-2228
Win a free triple London
HAWIIAN SUMMER SEMESTER
Over 25 grad 50 undergrad courses
to choose from for college credit
$579 includes ir fare, housing al
beautiful Chuch Coll of Hawaii, three
meals a day and sightseeing June 18
to July 29 Special 3 week teacher’s
workshop. 4 units. $459 Write
WORLD VISTA TOURS, 150 S Los
Robles, Pasadena, Calif 91101
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